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Introduction

This paper is motivated by a recent surge of interest in evaluating ideas (such as new
products or corporate projects) by means of trading mechanisms known as idea markets. In
idea markets, ideas are associated to assets that are then traded among market participants
who possess relevant information. In a baseline design, traders are rewarded on the basis of
the value of their portfolio when the market is closed.1 Idea markets hold great promise to
initially complement and eventually substitute traditional techniques for market research
mostly based on costly surveys. In this paper, we investigate the information aggregation
properties of idea markets, focusing on the role played by the incentive to buy popular
assets, and on how this incentive depends on the size of the market.
Proposers of idea markets are inspired by the performance of prediction markets, such
as Iowa electronic markets as well as horse race betting markets.2 A de…ning feature of
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prediction markets is that assets are liquidated on the basis of the ex-post realization of the
underlying variable. Thus, traders in prediction markets have an incentive to maximize
the value of their portfolio by picking the assets they deem to be most valuable. The
resulting equilibrium price in a prediction market should then re‡ect the traders’overall
information, very much like in a …nancial market driven by fundamentals.3
While participants in prediction markets gain from predicting accurately the …nal outcome, in idea markets participants are rewarded on their ability to accurately predict the
choices of other market participants.4 This is often because the ex post performance of
the underlying ideas is di¢ cult to observe or verify.5 To wit, the pro…tability of the ideas
that are not implemented is simply not observed. And even when information about the
pro…tability of an implemented idea is observed, typically this is only with sizeable noise
and major delay. Without ex post validation that is characteristic of prediction markets,
pure idea markets become beauty contests.
This paper investigates how much information is aggregated when agents thus face
mixed rewards based partly on ex-post realizations (as is typical of prediction markets)
and partly on the most popular opinion (as in a beauty contest). As a …rst attempt to
formally model this tension, we analyze a variant of a model proposed by Morris and
Shin (2002). The model features a set of agents endowed with both private and common
information who simultaneously submit predictions. With some probability agents are
rewarded on the basis of the accuracy of their individual prediction relative to the …nal
outcome. With complementary probability, agents are rewarded on the distance between
their prediction and the average prediction across agents (the consensus forecast). This
probabilistic interpretation of the rewards captures the notion that the market designer
may only observe the value of the idea with some probability, which we refer to as the
prediction market intensity.
The mixed nature of rewards means that agents care not only about their own assessment of the …nal outcome but also— because of the incentives to coordinate with other
agents— about their assessments of other agents’assessments, and about the assessments
3
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of other agents about the assessments of other agents, and so on. Higher order beliefs play
a key role in these markets, as in Keynes’s (1936) celebrated metaphor of …nancial markets
as beauty contests.6
We examine how these beauty contest incentives a¤ect the informativeness of the consensus forecast. We begin by considering pure markets, where agents only care about one
type of incentive. A pure idea market is a beauty contest in which agents are only driven
by the incentive to second guess other agents’beliefs so as to meet the consensus forecast.
As a result, agents rely exclusively on common information, which is the most e¤ective
way to coordinate with other agents. But precisely because agents disregard private information, the informativeness of the consensus forecast in a beauty contest becomes very
poor.7
In the opposite extreme case of a pure prediction market, the consensus forecast aggregates information much more e¤ectively. An agent’s optimal strategy consists of submitting a prediction that coincides with the agent’s best predictor of the idea’s value,
which results in a consensus forecast that at least to some extent re‡ects agents’private
information. Aggregating the private information, the consensus forecast is more accurate
the greater is the number of agents in the prediction market. However, the consensus
forecast still overweights the common information relative to an optimal aggregate of all
private and public information. As a result, the informativeness of the consensus forecast
need not increase in the precision of common information. An increase in the precision
of common information has two e¤ects. Holding agents’strategies constant, more precise
common information leads naturally to a more precise consensus forecast. These informational bene…ts, though, may be o¤set by agents’reaction: a more precise common signal
6

See Keynes (1936), page 156: “. . . professional investment may be likened to those newspaper competitions in which the competitors have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, the
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7
In a pure idea market, we …nd that there is a unique equilibrium in linear strategies, contrary to
conventional wisdom. Multiplicity arises only when agents have common knowledge about fundamentals.
But the slightest breakdown in agents’common knowledge results in a unique equilibrium, suggesting that
multiplicity of equilibria is a knife edge result.
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induces agents to increase the weight they attach to the common signal at the expense
of the private signal. Since the consensus forecast assigns excessive weight on common
information, this e¤ect leads to a redundancy of common information in the consensus
forecast, eventually reducing its informativeness.
After reviewing the two pure cases, we examine the case in which agents have mixed
incentives. Intuitively, in equilibrium, agents’predictions are a weighted average of their
private and common signals. First and foremost, we establish that the informativeness
of the consensus forecast increases in the intensity of prediction markets. By reducing
agents’coordination concerns, a greater intensity of prediction markets lowers the weight
of common information in agents’predictions, thereby reducing the redundancy of common
information that a¤ects the consensus forecast.
What is the impact of an increase in the number of (privately informed) agents on
the informativeness of the consensus forecast? Our main result is a characterization of
situations in which an increase in the number of agents has a detrimental e¤ect on the
informativeness of the consensus forecast. As we show, increasing the number of agents
has two e¤ects. On the one hand, there is the statistical bene…t of a larger sample— more
agents allow the consensus forecast to …lter more e¢ ciently the noise of agents’ private
signals. On the other hand, a larger sample has also an indirect e¤ect: the distortions
that arise from agents’coordination incentives are worsened when there is a larger number
of informed agents. In a smaller sample, the in‡uence of an individual agent over the
consensus forecast is larger, so that each agent is less concerned in second guessing the
predictions of other agents. As the number of agents grows, the impact of any given agent
on the consensus forecast decreases. Coordination becomes then a more important concern
for an agent. And agents’greater emphasis on coordination lowers the informativeness of
the consensus forecast, even to the point of o¤setting the statistical bene…ts of a larger
sample.
We also …nd, in the general case, that better common information may deteriorate the
informativeness of the consensus forecast.8 The mechanism is similar to that described
for a pure prediction market, but aggravated here by agents’coordination incentives. An
8

This is a feature also stressed by Morris and Shin (2002). However, by focusing on a version of the
model with a continuum of agents, Morris and Shin do not analyze how information aggregation depends
on the prediction market intensity and the number of informed agents. Instead, we focus on these questions
that are natural in the context of our interpretation in terms of idea markets.
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increase in the quality of common information not only helps agents to make better predictions but also helps them to coordinate more e¢ ciently. Agents respond by relying
more heavily on common information when they form their predictions. Consequently, the
correlation between the consensus forecast and agents’private signals becomes weaker, particularly when the number of agents is large. This in turn lowers the informational content
of the consensus when private signals are more accurate than common information.
Other theoretical work on prediction markets addresses di¤erent problems. Hanson
and Oprea (2009) and Hahn and Tetlock (2007) analyze the incentives of prediction market agents to a¤ect the market price in order to a¤ect the decision based on that price.
Ottaviani and Sørensen (2007) investigate the problem of outcome manipulation whereby
agents a¤ect the outcome on which the prediction market payo¤ is paid. Lieli and Nieto
Barthaburu (2009) analyze the e¤ect of feedback on the operation of prediction markets
when a decision maker’s intervention, based on the information revealed by the market,
a¤ects the probability of the underlying event.
We proceed by describing the model in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce a notion of
informativeness. In Section 4 we characterize the equilibrium and discuss its informational
properties.
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Model

The model is a variant of Morris and Shin (2002) with a …nite number of agents rather
than a continuum of agents.
A market designer is interested in learning the value of an idea, which is captured
by the state . The prior of the state follows an improper uniform distribution over the
real line.9 There is a group of agents, indexed by i 2 f1; 2; ::ng, who are privately and

heterogeneously informed about . Agents’information set consists of two signals: (i) a
common signal, that is observed by all agents, which we represent by the random variable
y =

+

and (ii) a private signal xi =

+ "i which is only observed by agent i: We

assume that the error terms ff"i gni=1 ; g are mutually independent and jointly normally
distributed with

N 0;

1

and "i

N 0;

9

1

.

The assumption that is uniformly distributed on the real line is non standard but presents no
technical di¢ culties as long as we are concern with conditional beliefs. Morris and Shin (2003) argue that
this assumption can be considered as the limiting case as the prior distribution of becomes di¤use.
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The market designer observes neither the common nor the private signals. To collect
this information, the market designer asks each agent to make a sealed prediction about ,
so that agents simultaneously and independently predict the value of . In exchange, the
market designer commits to reward agents according to a publicly announced reward rule
that de…nes how each agent is rewarded based on the prediction made, the realization of ,
and the predictions of other agents. In particular, let ai be agent i’s action or prediction.
The payo¤ of agent i who predicted ai when the state of nature is
predictions are a

i

fa1 ; :::; ai 1 ; ai+1 ; :::; an g is given by
ui ( ; a i ; ai )

where an =

and the opponents’

a1 +a2 +:::+an
n

)2

(ai

(1

) (ai

an )2 ;

(1)

is the average prediction among all agents which we refer to as

the consensus forecast. We assume that agents are risk neutral, maximizing the expected
payo¤.
This reward rule has two components:
The …rst component, the accuracy term, (ai

)2 , is a standard quadratic loss in

the distance between the underlying state and the action. This payo¤ component
represents the cost of forecast error. Like in prediction markets, this component
induces agents to anchor their predictions on the fundamentals .10
The second component, the beauty contest term,

(ai

an )2 , represents the cost

from being away from the consensus forecast. Like in idea markets, this term introduces a coordination motive or beauty contest incentive that induces an agent to
second guess the opponents’beliefs.11
In the sequel, we refer to

(respectively, 1

) as the prediction market intensity (respec-

tively, idea market intensity). We refer to the case
10

= 1 as a pure prediction market and

This is a reduced-form model of a market, but we may imagine agent i adopting a position in a risky
asset. The ideal position depends on the parameter (or an if the designer substitutes that for in order
to close market positions). By optimality, there is a negligible …rst-order loss of trading as if the parameter
2
is equal to ai , and our payo¤ expression (ai
) captures the second-order e¤ect.
11
The fact that agents have a coordination motive means that their actions are strategic complements.
Note, however, that trading in a …nancial market might induce strategic substitutability. Also, the incentive to be close to the consensus is opposite to the incentive to di¤erentiate one’s forecast in a large
winner-takes-all forecasting contest (see Ottaviani and Sørensen, 2006). To properly illustrate the consequences of a dominant beauty contest e¤ect, here we focus on the case where the total e¤ect results in
strategic complements.
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= 0 as a pure idea market.12
The reward rule (1) can also be interpreted probabilistically, in which case
the probability the market designer observes the value of
basis and 1

represents

and rewards agents on that

represents the probability that the designer does not observe

and thus

rewards agents on the basis of the consensus forecast.13
The structure of the game is common knowledge. When all agents use symmetric linear
forecasting rules, as in all equilibria discussed below, the designer’s best estimate of the
location of

3

is the consensus forecast an .

Informativeness of Idea Markets

Our purpose is to characterize the determinants of the informational properties of the
consensus forecast an : In our setting with normally distributed posterior beliefs on ,
a natural measure of market informativeness is given by the precision of the posterior
distribution of the state conditional on the consensus forecast,
value of

is bounded above by

where the prior uncertainty about

+n

= 1= var ( jan ). The

which results in the most informative scenario

is reduced both by knowledge about the common

signal y and also by all agents’private signals x

fxi gni=1 .

We proceed by …rst considering the two polar cases of a pure idea market
pure prediction market

3.1

= 0 and a

= 1.

Pure Idea Market

Idea markets may su¤er from multiplicity of equilibria arising from agents’incentives to
coordinate their actions. Restricting attention to symmetric equilibria where strategies
are linear in the common and private signals, this multiplicity of equilibria is only present
when private signal errors "i are imperfectly correlated. For instance, when agents’private
signals are perfect, they are indi¤erent between coordinating through the common signal
(i.e., ai = y) or through the private signals (i.e., ai = xi = ). In fact, they are indi¤erent
between either of these pure alternatives and any possible combination of y and xi . But,
12

Of course, this simple reward rule is somewhat arbitrary, may not even be optimal, but provides a
simple setting to compare the informational properties of prediction and idea markets.
13
In general, one would think that is endogenous as it depends on whether or not the market designer
undertakes the idea. This is perhaps an interesting extension.
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in the general case when private signal are imperfectly correlated, agents must disregard
their private information in equilibrium.
Proposition 1 When

= 0, in any symmetric equilibrium in linear strategies, agents put

no weight on their private signal. Hence,

= 1= var ( jan )

1= var ( jy) = .

The proposition follows as a corollary to Proposition 4 below. A pure idea market is
thus very uninformative because agents’actions only convey common information which
implies that all the information contained in private signals is lost. In a pure idea market,
the coordination motive overwhelms agents’actions; an agent’s prediction is chosen not on
the basis of fundamentals but only on the basis of the expected actions by the opponents.

3.2

Pure Prediction Market

In a pure prediction market there is a linear equilibrium in which agents submit their best
linear predictor of .
Proposition 2 When

= 1, there is a unique symmetric equilibrium in linear strategies
y+ xi
+
n( + )2
.
n+

in which ai = E ( jy; si ) =
is given by

( = 1) =

for all i = 1; ::; n. In this equilibrium, informativeness

Proof. The consensus forecast is given by an =
1
+

var (an j ) =

2

2

+

2

n2

n

=

n+
.
( + )2 n

y+ xn
+

where xn =

x1 +:::+xn
,
n

so that

Given that the prior is improper, we have

var ( jan ) = var (an j ) (see Hartigan, 1983) and thus we obtain the expression for the

informativeness

( = 1).

In pure prediction markets an agent’s prediction is his individually most e¢ cient estimate of the fundamentals . The consensus forecast is a weighted average of the common
signal y and the su¢ cient statistic xn for the private signals. As is well known, the consensus forecast puts greater weight on the common signal y than would an optimal estimate
E ( jy; xn ) =

y+n xn
+n

for

based on y and xn .

The precision of this consensus estimate is always favored by the precision of both com-

mon and private information. Despite this, the informativeness of the consensus forecast
may decrease in the precision of common information.
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Corollary 3 When

= 1, informativeness increases in

precision of the common signal if and only if (

)n + 2

Proof. From the expression in Proposition 2, we have
n( + )[n +(2 n) ]
,
( n+ )2

and

@ ( =1)
@n

=

and in n but decreases in the
0.

@ ( =1)
@

=

n( + )[(2n 1) + ] @ ( =1)
, @
( n+ )2

=

2

( + )
.
( n+ )2

The excessive weight accorded by the consensus forecast to the common signal relative
to the optimal predictor is particularly great when the number of agents is large. A
higher
in

can aggravate this problem. If we held agents’strategies constant, an increase

would always result in a more informative consensus forecast, simply because the

consensus forecast would contain less noise. But an increase in

induces agents to assign

additional weight to the common signal y, thereby reducing even more the correlation
between the consensus forecast and agents’private signals. This e¤ect would never reduce
the informativeness of the consensus forecast when the common signal is more precise than
the private signal but it does so when the opposite is true.

4

Mixed Incentives

The polar cases of pure markets discussed above serve as benchmarks. We now turn
to the more interesting case in which agents have a mix of prediction market and idea
market incentives, so that
Ei ( ) = Ei ( jy; xi ).

2 (0; 1). For convenience, we use the short-hand notation

Agent i’s optimization program is to solve
max Ei
a

(a

)2

(1

) (a

an )2 ;

and the agent’s optimal action is characterized by the …rst-order condition
ai = Ei ( ) + (1

) Ei (an ) :

(2)

Intuitively, equation (2) shows that agent i’s optimal prediction is a weighted average
of the assessment of the fundamentals and of the consensus forecast. To estimate the
consensus forecast, an agent must forecast the forecasts of others, as in Townsend (1983).
To solve this problem, we …rst assume (and then verify) the existence of a symmetric
linear equilibrium in which an agent’s strategy is a weighted average of private and common
9

signals, as described by
ai = 'y + (1

(3)

') xi ;

where ' is the weight attached to the common signal in an agent’s equilibrium prediction.
According to this candidate equilibrium, the agent expects the consensus forecast to be
given by
Ei (an ) =
where a

i

ai + (n

1) Ei (a i )
;
n

is the prediction of any opponent of agent i. Substituting Ei (an ) into equation

(2), we …nd
ai =

Ei ( ) + (1
1

) (nn 1) Ei (a i )
(1

)

;

n

and, using (3), we obtain

ai =

y+ xi
+

+ (1

h
) (nn 1) 'y + (1
1

(1

')

)

n

y+ xi
+

i

:

(4)

Finally, comparing coe¢ cients in (3) and (4) yields
'=

(n 1 + )
(n 1 + ) + n

;

(5)

thus establishing the following result:
Proposition 4 For all
strategies ai = 'y + (1

2 [0; 1], there exists a unique symmetric equilibrium in linear

') xi , where
'=

(n 1 + )
(n 1 + ) + n

:

To introduce the properties of the equilibrium we …rst consider two limit cases in terms
of the number of participants in the market. When the number of agents grows large,
the weight attached to the common signal in agents’ equilibrium strategy converges to
limn!1 ' =

+

, which is larger than the weight prescribed by the individually optimal

linear predictor,

+

. By contrast, when there is only one agent, the weight attached

to the common signal coincides with that of the optimal linear prediction, limn!1 ' =
+

. Intuitively, these cases suggest that agents tend to assign an excessive weight to

the common signal when they have coordination concerns. The next corollary studies the
determinants of '.
10

Corollary 5 The weight ' attached to the common signal y in agents’equilibrium strategies decreases in the intensity of prediction markets
signal

and in the precision of the private

and increases in the number of agents n and in the precision of the common signal

.
n(n 1)
@'
= [(n 1+
<
@
) +n ]2
n(n 1+ )
> 0, and @'
@
[(n 1+ ) +n ]2

Proof. We have
2 (0; 1),

@'
@

=

The e¤ect of

and

@'
@n

0 for all n > 1,
=

(n 1+ )n
[(n 1+ ) +n

]2

=

(1 )
[(n 1+ ) +n

]2

> 0 for

< 0.

on ' are intuitive: the weight attached to the common signal

increases in the relative precision of the common signal.
The other two e¤ects are more central to our central questions regarding idea markets.
Agents’coordination incentives become stronger when the intensity of prediction markets
is lower, or when the size n of the market is larger. To the extent that agents are more
concerned about coordination they increase the weight of the common signal. This weight
is excessive relative to the optimal predictor of

already in the pure prediction market,

and the e¤ect is only aggravated when more weight is accorded to the idea market.

4.1

Informativeness of Consensus Forecast

In this section we examine the determinants of informativeness. First we consider how the
precision of agents’signals a¤ect informativeness and then we study how the intensity of
prediction markets and the number of agents a¤ect informativeness. We show that both
the precision of common information and the number of agents may be detrimental to
informativeness. As expected, we verify that the intensity of prediction markets enhances
the informativeness of the consensus forecast.
Our analysis relies on the following intermediate result:
Lemma 6 The posterior belief jan
var ( jan ) =
Proof. Since an =
var (an j ) = '2 1 +

'2

+

N (an ; var ( jan )) where
')2

(1
n

=

(n
[(n

1 + )2 + n 2
:
1 + ) + n ]2

a1 +:::+an
n
= 'y + (1 ') x1 +:::+x
, we have an j
n
n
(1 ')2 nn2 . It follows from Hartigan (1983)

N ( ; var (an j )) with

that the posterior is as

claimed with var ( jan ) = var (an j ). The second part of equation (6) follows from (5).
11

(6)

Armed with this lemma we now turn the determinants of informativeness. We begin by
investigating the impact of the most direct determinants of informativeness, the precision
of the signals.
Proposition 7 (i) Informativeness increases with the precision of the private signal
(ii) Informativeness increases with the precision of the common signal
(n 1 )n
(n 1+ )2

=

;

if and only if

.
[ ( +3n 3)+2(n 1)2 ] +n 2
@ var( jan )
=
n
< 0. For
@
[(n 1+ ) +n ]3
2
(n 1+ )[(n 1 )n
(n 1+ ) ]
@ var( jan )
=
. Its sign depends
@
[(n 1+ ) +n ]3
2

Proof. For part (i) we use (6) to …nd
part (ii), we can likewise derive
on the factor (n

1

)n

(n

1+ )

, as stated.

Already Corollary 3 established that even in a pure prediction market a more precise
common signal may reduce informativeness, simply because the consensus forecast may
end up capturing too little of the information contained in the private signals. The presence of idea market incentives should, if anything, aggravate this problem because agents’
coordination incentives induce them to overweight the common signal thereby increasing
the redundancy of common information in the consensus forecast.
Consider the e¤ect of the intensity of idea markets on informativeness.
Proposition 8 Informativeness decreases in the intensity of idea markets:
Proof. Note that var ( jan ) =
minimum at ' =

to (n

+n

'2

+

(1 ')2
n

@ var( jan )
@

> 0.

is a convex function of ' which has a unique

, and therefore is increasing for ' > '. By (5), ' > ' is equivalent

1 + ) > , which is true. From Corollary 5,

@'
@

< 0, so we can conclude that

var ( jan ) increases with .
The reason that the intensity of idea markets hampers the informational content of
the consensus forecast should not be surprising. The presence of idea market incentives
excessively reduces the correlation between agents’ predictions and agents’ information
about fundamentals. A clear implication from this observation is that a market designer
with discretion over the value of

might want to set

= 1 in order to maximize the

informational content of the consensus forecast. We conclude that a designer who always
observe the value of the fundamentals, would optimally organize this market as a pure
prediction market.
12

The informational e¤ect of n is less intuitive and perhaps more surprising. Increasing
the number of agents has two e¤ects. On the one hand, there are the traditional statistical
bene…ts of a larger sample: holding agents’strategies constant, an increase in the number
of agents allows the consensus forecasts to …lter more e¢ ciently the noise included in
agents’ private signals. We call this the large sample e¤ect. On the other hand, as the
number of agents increases, agents are induced to strategically increase the weight they
assign to the common signal, thereby reducing the informational content of the consensus
forecast. This is the second guessing e¤ect. Remarkably, under certain circumstances the
second guessing e¤ect overwhelms the large sample e¤ect so that increasing n decreases
the informational content of an .
Proposition 9 For su¢ ciently small prediction market intensity,

<

=

p

9

2 +8

3

2

2

(0; 1), informativeness is a single-peaked function of the number of agents n, decreasing
when n > n =

(1 )(2
(2 3 )

)

. When instead

2

Proof. From (6), we have
(

1) (2

0. The slope
when
at

=

) + (2
@A
@n

= (2

3 )
3 )

= 0 and the value
3
2

and only if

@ var( jan )
@n
2
2

=

1)(2

[(n 1+ ) +n

2

]

3

is a concave function of

( + ) < 0 when

< 0 and decreases in

) +[(2 3 )

]n

. Its sign depends on A =

n, which has a negative intercept, (

1) (2

)

<

and takes the value of 2 > 0

= 1. Given that

over [0; 1], there exists

@A
@n

attains its maximum

2 (0; 1) such that

@A
@n

0 if

, as stated. Combining this fact with the earlier observation the intercept

is negative, we conclude that A < 0 if
A

(

, informativeness increases in n.

0 if and only if n

. By contrast,

@A
@n

> 0 if

<

, in which case

n , as stated.

Figure 1 plots informativeness

as a function of the number of agents n. There we see

that a larger sample of agents increases the information content of the consensus forecast
when the intensity of idea markets is low, as illustrated by the solid curve. By contrast, a
larger sample aggravates the second guessing e¤ect when the intensity of idea markets is
high, as in the dashed and dotted curves. This is remarkable, because it means that the
second guessing e¤ect associated with the intensity of idea markets may destroy a lot of
information, even reversing the bene…ts of a larger sample of agents.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the impact of the number of agents n on informativeness for
= = 1. The curves correspond to = 0:8 >
(solid), = 0:5 <
(dashed, with
corresponding n = 3), and = 0:1 (dotted, with corresponding n
1).
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Conclusion

In this paper we characterize the informational properties of the consensus forecast when
agents trade o¤ the incentive to accurately predict fundamentals (as in pure prediction
markets) with the desire of meeting the most popular opinion (as in pure idea markets, or
beauty contests).
The main lesson of our analysis is that many of the intuitive properties that usually
characterize standard markets or even prediction markets do not hold when agents have
coordination motives, as in idea markets. For example neither a larger sample of agents
nor a better quality of common information are necessarily bene…cial in terms of the
informational properties of the market. The design of an idea market is thus a delicate
task.
A key limitation of our analysis is that it relies on reduced-form rewards, in keeping
with the literature on beauty contests. A crucial assumption in our model is that agents’
actions are strategic complements. It would be interesting to analyze idea markets in a
fully micro-founded model of trading. We expect our results to be a¤ected if we instead
assumed that agents’actions are strategic substitutes (see Angeletos and Pavan, 2007), as
in …nancial markets where traders have market power à la Kyle (1985).
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